
THE WORLD HAS CHANGED
NEW PROBLEMS COME WITH NEW SOLUTIONS

HYDROALCOHOLIC GELS

For effective, economically and environmentally sustainable protection

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL



Having clean hands prevents illness and saves lives.

The World Health Organization (WHO) warns that proper hand washing is the first line of defence against the

spread of many diseases.

Keeping your hands clean is more vital than ever today. This reason has led us to create the Kosimetik Self+Care

cosmetic product line. This range of products allows you to keep your hands perfectly clean in any place and

circumstance.

Kosimetik Self+Care is not only satisfied with the effectiveness of the product, but also cares about the

environment and the health of the hands. For this reason we use raw materials of natural origin, recyclable

packaging, essential oils instead of perfumes, and active ingredients from organic farming.



WHY USE HYDROALCOHOLIC GEL?

The product has become a necessity good; it is for daily use.

Washing your hands with soap and water is not always possible.

Hand washing or disinfection is necessary several times a day.

Small amount necessary (3 ml approx.).

Minimum 30 seconds friction needed.

Eliminates 99,9% of bacteria.

Gel must have at least an alcohol concentration of 70%.



HYDROALCOHOLIC 

SPRAY

50ml & 200ml 

HYDROALCOHOLIC 

GEL

500ml

HYDROALCOHOLIC 

GEL

100ml

HYDROALCOHOLIC 

GEL SACHET

3ml 

HYDROALCOHOLIC 

WIPE

140x160mm 

OUR PRODUCTS*

Format designed to spray 

and clean any surface.

Format designed for the hospitality industry, beauty salons 

and shops in general.

Format designed for work 

or home use.

Format designed for travel 

and personal use.

*Other formats upon request , all products can be client-branded  

HYDROALCOHOLIC 

GEL

5 Litres

Format designed for high 

volume use and/or high-

density points. 

See Next Page →



Further Info on 5 Litres Format

Designed for high volume use or to be placed at high density points, such as 

entrances.

Facilitating effective refill format for local dispenser. Can also be used to refill the 

smaller packaging.

Can be supplied with local dispenser bottles.

Can be supplied* or fitted  with dispenser pump for direct distribution.

100% Natural products, including 70% Ethanol and 10% Aloe Vera.

Reduce waste: re-use local dispenser bottles 

* Subject to Stock Availability 

Kosimetik Self+Care Hydroalcoholic Gel 5L. Designed for high

volume use or to be placed at high density points, such as

entrances. and thus generate less environmental impact.



70% Ethanol. Thorough cleaning.

10% Aloe Vera ECO. Prevents dryness of the hands and facilitates de regeneration

of the skin.

Glycerine. It is one of the natural remedies to hydrate and soften the skin.

Essential oils of orange, lavender and rosemary. It provides a pleasant aroma

while providing its active therapeutic aroma properties.

100 % Ingredients of natural origin.

Its gel formulation provides a smooth and drip-free application. Not greasy or sticky

touch.

PRODUCT COMPOSITION



UNIQUE SELLING POINTS

100% NATURAL

10% ALOE VERA

MADE IN SPAIN

Alcohol is obtained form natural fermentation processes.

Aloe Vera reduces the chance of skin irritation.

Available in different sizes and formats.

Supply chain stability.

Lower carbon footprint for shipping.



WHO ARE WE?

Beauty Factory Lab : Founded 30 years ago in Barcelona (ES) by Jordi Pons Castro. Specialized in creation and production of brand & 

private brand cosmetic lines based on natural & recyclable products . ECOCERT GREENLIFE certified as per COSMOS standard.

Website: http://www.beautyfactorylab.com

E-mail: jordi@beautyfactorylab.com

KOSIMETIK SELF+CARE is the new line of sustainable COVID19-ready products designed by Beauty Factory Lab for the non-

medical users.

Covin19 Founded by Angel Olivera and based in Barcelona  (ES) is a component distribution company serving the commercial vehicle and 

logistics markets .  

Website: https://covin19.com

E-mail: angel.oa@covin19.com

Beauty Factory Lab and covin19 have joined efforts to provide businesses with an effective and sustainable response for the need to 

ensure the cleanest working environment

http://www.beautyfactorylab.com/
mailto:jordi@beautyfactorylab.com
https://covin19.com/
mailto:angel.oa@covin19.com


CONCLUSION

COSMOS NATURAL Certified: only natural products used.

Customizable:  sell under your own brand or corporate ID

Reduces risks of  intensive and long-term use: only natural 

products and 10% Aloe Vera help protect user skin & 70% 

alcohol ensures effective cleaning but protects user skin.

Formats and packaging adaptable to your use case. 

Made in EU for reduced emissions and supply chain risk.

Request pricing & product sheet with export@beautyfactorylab.com and ventas@beautyfactorylab.com

Check our KOSMETIK Self+Care reusable and recyclable protection masks 

mailto:export@beautyfactorylab.com
mailto:ventas@beautyfactorylab.com


THANK YOU!


